Initial Access to the IDD System and HCBS-IDD Services

Person applies for IDD services at the CDDO. Then CDDO assesses for qualifying disability

Person is ELIGIBLE for IDD Program

CDDO provides Options and Choice Counseling for a Targeted Case Manager, if requested

Targeted Case Management is limited to the following:
- Assesses Needs
- Plan of Care
  - Attends BASIS
  - Person-Centered Support Plan
  - Emergency Back Up Plan
  - Works with MCO to develop Integrated Support Plan
- Makes appropriate referral
  - Refers to educational and social providers or programs
  - Refers to resources
- Monitoring and follow up activities
  - Ensures ISP, PCSP and other plans are followed

Person is NOT ELIGIBLE for IDD Program

CDDO completes BASIS Assessment

DCF determines if Medicaid eligible

Person is NOT ELIGIBLE for HCBS-IDD Program

CDDO provides Options and Choice Counseling for a Targeted Case Manager, if requested

Person requests 3rd Party CDDO Review (See Fair Hearing workflow)

Person requests 3rd Party CDDO Review (See Fair Hearing workflow)

Person requests Article 64 Review (KDADS reviews)

Person requests State Fair Hearing (OAH) (See Fair Hearing workflow)
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CDDO provides Options and Choice Counseling for a Targeted Case Manager, if requested

Person is ELIGIBLE for HCBS-IDD Program

Person is ELIGIBLE for HCBS-IDD Program

CDDO provides person with community options and resources

Person is NOT ELIGIBLE for HCBS-IDD Program

Person requests Article 64 Review (KDADS reviews)
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